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Perfect solution for every industry

PCE Instruments
PCE Instruments is a producer and provider of powerful 
and innovative products in the fields of measuring 
techniques, control equipment, weighing equipment and 
laboratory equipment. The product Portfolio covers a 
wide ranging product pallet in these sections, but not at 
least with their own product line the PCE-Series. Among 
the objectives is a long time customer satisfaction, which 
is achieved not only by the wide range of PCE products 
but all in all by competent and fair advice.

Especially for the customer, there is a field staff worker 
all day all over Germany to introduce the Customer-
leading products to lift the anonymity of the Internet. 
PCE Instruments was founded in 1999 by three graduate 
engineers. Since then the company has expanded and is 
still building up in new places and lands. Already founded 

sites are located in Spain, 
Italy, England, Chile, Netherlands, France, Turkey, Poland, China, USA and Hong Kong.

A special emphasis is being placed on the expansion of the departments of “research and 
development”. Its customers include the research, testing and service departments of many 
renowned companies from various industries, as well as defence related departments, 
universities, research institutions, etc. In 2012, all sites were united under the PCE-HOLDING 
GmbH in order to be well prepared for future growth.

Andreas Barth, Managing director, PCE Holding GmbH

PCE Instruments
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PCE Holding GmbH

PCE Instruments also uses the potential of trade fair appearances as an instrument of brand popularization for its own 
product line.

PCE Instruments International

Organigramm

PCE Holding GmbH
Managing director:  Andreas Barth
Year of establishment:  2012
Owner: H.Vielhaber, F. Espenhahn, J. Garcia
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PCE Instruments

Measurement is one of the key areas of the company PCE Instruments, here you can find instruments such as handheld 
instruments, panel meters and instruments for measurement, analysis and investigation, from a simple handheld instrument 
for quick onsite measurement to analysis by using spectrometers, PCE offers the right solution for your measuring tasks.

The collection of data is becoming increasingly important in industry, trade and research, mainly workable demanding 
measurement techniques are needed that work very fast and accurate and gives reproducible results when measuring,  
far more than 650 devices and measuring arrangements to meet these requirements you can receive from us.

Measurement

- accurate
- reproducible

- durable
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PCE Instruments

Scales for classical tasks ( laboratory scales, parcel scales, hanging/crane scales ): 

All of these have performance and features, which for a fast and reliable processing of the weighing tasks are required, a 
high variety of features distinguish our products : data transmission, piece counting, dispensing function, limit weighing. 
The scales are calibrated by delivery or calibrated at the factory.

Special weighing solutions ( runway scales, conveyer scales, container / silo scales ): 

We realize individual wishes adapted to your production processes.

Scales and Balances 

- highly accurate
- highly accurate

- sturdy
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PCE Instruments

- remote effect

Control Technology from PCE enables continuous optimization of your processes and systems, our product and system 
range covers solutions for data acquisition, control, control and visualization for essential process variables ( temperature, 
humidity, pressure, force, vibration, energy ).

We offer a future proof response to the ever increasing needs of machinery and equipment, and this across different 
industries, it is also possible at any time to modify existing variants and adapt to your requirements. 

Discuss your project with our colleagues by phone or make an appointment with the sales force. 

- modular
- effective

Control Systems
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PCE Instruments

- user friendly

Our products for laboratories meet all requirements for the classical laboratory analysis, from routine testing to 
extremely complex investigations in the field of research.

The goal is clear to offer the practitioners in the laboratory equipment of the highest standards. 

Employees in chemical, pharmaceutical laboratories and laboratory staff of production laboratories should always be 
able to concentrate on what they are doing and so view the laboratory equipment and laboratory facilities as a reliable 
aid.

- economical

- precise

Laboratory Equipment



PCE Americas Inc.
711 Commerce Way 
Suite 8 
Jupiter
FL-33458
USA
From outside US: +1
Tel: (561) 320-9162
Fax: (561) 320-9176
info@pce-americas.com

PCE Instruments UK Ltd.
Units 12/13 
Southpoint Business Park 
Ensign way
Hampshire / Southampton
United Kingdom, SO31 4RF
From outside UK: +44
Tel: (0) 2380 98703 0
Fax: (0) 2380 98703 9
info@pce-instruments.com
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